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Overview
Is the U.S. on its way to becoming a nation of freelancers and, if so, what are the implications for businesses who
hire them? As more Americans trade steady paychecks for contract jobs, employers face increasing responsibilities
around federal tax withholdings and compliance documents for vendors. This white paper describes the rise of
nontraditional employment in America from a tax compliance perspective and will address issues related to:
		 Legal obligations for non-employee tax withholdings
		 Properly managing vendor forms
		 Efficient collection, validation and management of Forms W-9
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Background: The Rise of the Freelance Workforce

As of early 2016, 10% of the working population (15 million Americans) were self-employed.1 According to some
predictions, the presence of contingent workers will exceed 40% by 2020, when freelancers, temporary workers
and contractors are anticipated to dominate the workforce.2 This trend toward nontraditional employment has
been given a variety of names in recent years, including the “gig economy,” the “on-demand economy,” “freelance
nation” and the “1099 economy.”
Another appropriate name for the state of the current workforce would be the “W-9 economy.” As the
movement toward a more flexible workforce shifts compliance documentation needs, the significance of Form W-9
is also on the rise. This federal form, most often used to collect taxpayer identification numbers (TIN) for vendors
rather than employees, plays an important role in filing proper tax compliance documents with the IRS. It’s also a
key indicator of the state of the freelance workforce in America, particularly when viewed in tandem with the 1099
forms that follow it.
While the occurrence of Forms W-2—used to report full-time employee salaries and wages—has experienced a
number of peaks and valleys since the turn of the century, the rate of Forms 1099-MISC, which researchers consult
as the best measure for growth in independent work, have been steadily climbing since experiencing a dip during
the 2007-2009 recession.3
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Virtually every field is impacted. As technology opens more doors to remote and gig-based work, contracting
is becoming more commonplace than in years past. Highly-skilled workers in fields ranging from computer
programming to digital marketing have left few industries untouched by the presence of non-employee, W-9 toting
team members—many of whom are attracted to flexible work schedules and cost companies significantly less than
salaried employees with benefits.
From a tax compliance documentation perspective, the move toward independent work relationships can lead to a
number of potential challenges—and these can multiply as the number of consultants and contractors expands. In
addition, companies that hire contingent workers such as freelancers and part-time, non-salaried workers may face
critical questions under audit, such as:
Q Has the withholding status for every independent contractor been accounted for?
Q How is taxpayer information being documented, and how has that documentation been managed?
Q What documentation steps were taken at the outset, before a non-employee was paid?
Q As the company grew its relationships with vendors, did it do its due diligence in validating taxpayer statuses?

At the core of these questions is
proper collection, validation,
storage and management of
Forms W-9.
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Increasing Significance of Form W-9
All U.S. employers are legally obligated to withhold appropriate taxes
when paying vendors—including 28% of payments to independent
contractors4—and can face increased tax liabilities, penalties and fines if
they fail to do so in a timely manner. However, in most non-permanent
employment circumstances, there are stipulations that make contractors
responsible for the tax obligations and the businesses that hire them
accountable for compliance documents only.

All U.S. employers are
legally obligated to
withhold appropriate taxes
when paying vendors

This is where the significance of the W-9 comes in. In most circumstances, businesses that hire independent
contractors do not withhold income tax or pay Medicare or Social Security taxes for contingent workers, instead
maintaining documentation to prove compliance with the IRS. Without a 1099, such as Form 1099-MISC or Form
1099-K, the IRS can’t know how much vendors are being paid or ensure they are remitting appropriate taxes. And
without an accurate and up-to-date Form W-9 for each contractor, tracking down numerous names, addresses and
social security or TINs often becomes time-consuming and error-prone.
With companies using more contractors than ever, demands for accurate and thorough compliance
documents are elevated. A study prepared by researchers at American University and presented to Congress in
May 2016 found that more than two-thirds of the 2.5 million Americans paid through platforms like Etsy and Airbnb
never received a statement of their earnings from those companies—and are confused about if and when they
should report their incomes to the IRS.5
That underreported individual business income could be a significant contributor to the nation’s tax gap,6 which
is currently estimated at $458 billion.7 “Because much of the income earned in the platform economy is never
reported to the IRS by the companies, it’s likely adding to the $194 billion that the IRS estimates the Treasury loses
each year due to misreported individual business income,” noted a Bloomberg report. As the number of contingent
workers continues to grow, IRS officials have promised to turn their attention to potential future losses in tax
revenue and provide new guidance that will help ensure income is reported.8

IRS losses from misreported individual business income

$194
BILLION
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Handling the W-9 Side of the Gig Economy
For businesses that hire contract workers, the need for proper collection, validation and maintenance of Forms W-9
for federal tax withholding compliance is at a high. Throughout this process, there are a number of challenges and
considerations to factor in, including:
The Vendor Experience
The easier it is for independent contractors to quickly complete and update Forms W-9, the more 		
thorough and accurate the company’s taxpayer records will be. This directly impacts an 				
organization’s ability complete compliance reporting in an efficient, timely manner.
Updates and Accuracy
Missing W-9s can lead to significantly more year-end paperwork, making it imperative that businesses
have systematic collection and validation processes in place. Furthermore, because the IRS does not 		
collect Form W-9 and there is no official expiration date, it is the company’s responsibility to regularly 		
check for updates such as changes to a taxpayer’s name or address.
Data Security
Since Form W-9 requires a TIN or Social Security number, both the taxpayers filling them out and the 		
companies storing the completed forms must safeguard these documents to protect against data 		
breaches and identity theft.
For the large or expanding company that regularly uses vendors and contractors, managing and maintaining
numerous Forms W-9 can become a time-consuming process. Best practices for maintaining IRS compliance when
hiring independent contractors include:
Collecting forms electronically in a secure database or web portal
Automating vendor requests for new Forms W-9 as well as updates to existing ones
Digital systems set to automatically check for completeness of all required fields
Automatic alerts that notify users when a form is missing information and requires follow up
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Conclusion
The “W-9 economy” is here to stay, and businesses must be meticulous
when it comes to compliance documentation and IRS reporting
preparation. As more U.S. taxpayers opt for non-traditional employment
options, the organizations that hire them must be prepared to maintain

The “W-9 economy” is

accurate and thorough federal tax withholding compliance documents.

here to stay

When viewing the growing trend toward gig-based work from a tax
compliance perspective, the need for thorough and accurate Forms
W-9 emerges as a critical component to compliance.

More than 2,000 customers
trust Avalara CertCapture to
securely manage 17,000,000
compliance documents.
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About Avalara VendorCapture
Avalara VendorCapture is an automated, cloud-based solution that empowers organizations to streamline
and simplify processes for managing Forms W-9 and W-8. VendorCapture enables easy completion, storage
and management of these forms to help increase federal tax withholding compliance and reduce audit risk.

Learn more at certcapture.avalara.com/solutions/vendor-forms
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